Durham
Why are we here?
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In June 2009 John Thompson & Partners (JTP)
were selected by Sandwell Metropolitan Borough
Council (SMBC) to work with residents from the
Durham Estate to develop a Neighbourhood
Plan for the area. We are now more than half
way through this process, which will be
completed by the end of the year.
The purpose of this exhibition is to show you the ideas which we have
developed with residents over the past few months and to get your
opinions on them.

How the Exhibition is Arranged
In the first part of the exhibition a series of 4 option drawings illustrate
how the emerging ideas might be brought together to create a range of
proposals for the whole estate. Each option represents a greater degree
of change than the one before and the boards include text setting out
the pro’s and con’s of each, which should help you to decide which one is
your favourite.
The options are not yet fixed so if you like most of the ideas in one, but
not all, let us know and we can consider changing it.
The second part of the exhibition presents the individual ideas which
have been developed and includes a brief explanation and a series of
drawings and photographs to explain them. The ideas focus on:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Better Homes
Roads and Parking
Creating a new Focal Point
Landscape and Recreation

Please let us know what you think of these ideas and the 4 options by
completing a questionnaire. The questions are arranged in the same
order as the boards, so you can either complete it as you go around or
fill it in when you get to the end.

NORTH

After the exhibition we will study all of the completed questionnaires
and use your responses to help us decide which of the ideas should be
included in the overall ‘Preferred Option’ which we will present
to the Council.

Durham
What have we done so far?
Launch Event
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Project Objectives
At the start of the process it was agreed that the objectives
of the project should be:

Door to Door Questionnaire

Community Planning Weekend

»

To change the reputation without changing
the identity

»

To create a better quality of life for residents

»

To provide high quality housing in a pleasant
residential environment

»

To create a place where people want to live
and choose to stay

»

To create a safe and clean environment

»

To create a place your children would be
proud of

As you view the exhibition, consider how much each of the
ideas would contribute towards meeting these objectives.

Community Engagement

Walkabout

During the summer we carried out a questionnaire on the
estate to find out from residents what they feel the problems
are and what people like about the Durham Estate. This
was followed by a Community Planning Event on 29 July at
the Tanhouse Community Centre during which we gathered
around plans of the estate and discussed what improvements
might be made. These photos show some of the plans that
were developed which have informed the options presented
at this exhibition.
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Option 1 - Small change
Existing
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Cons
»
Involves demolition of 4 houses along
West Road
»
Provides uncontrolled access to the canal which
may generate security concerns
»
Longer thinner shape to central green area may
be restrictive
»
Overall, the neighbourhood will not undergo
substantial changes and therefore the reputation
of the estate may not change significantly
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Demolished
homes: 44

14

View

1.1 Two maisonette blocks demolished
Proposed
2.2 Four existing homes on West Road
houses
demolished
3.3 No connection to Latham Avenue
4.4 New central landscaped area with trees
and seating
5.5 New homes overlooking landscaped area
6.6 New homes in place of demolished
maisonette blocks
7.7 Allen House refurbished internally as part of
decent homes programme and reclad
externally
8.8 Parking for homes on West Road
along edge of landscaped area
9.9 Streets to be re-landscaped and re-surfaced
with parking and planting areas
10 Traffic calming to West Road
10.
11 Pedestrian access to canal via steps and ramp
11.
12
12. Garage blocks removed and surface parking
laid out in landscaped area
13 New entrance to 89 West Road on side of
13.
house to provide increased overlooking and
activity adjacent to new landscaped area
14 Re-landscaping of slope down to Spouthouse
14.
Lane and landscape alongside the canal

Pros
»
Minimises demolition and therefore disruption
for existing residents
»
New family homes overlooking central
landscaped area create new focus for the estate
»
Re-cladding of Allen House gives new identity to
the estate skyline
»
Traffic calming to West Road improves sfety and
quality of the environment
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New Homes
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Addresses of demolished homes:
81,83,85,87 West Road
1-39 Rushall Court, West Road(Odd Numbers Only)
41-79 Stafford Court, West Road (Odd Numbers Only)

West Road

10

4 bed house

NUMBER OF DWELLINGS DEMOLISHED:
NUMBER OF NEW DWELLINGS:
TOTAL NUMBER OF DWELLINGS IN OPTION 1:

44
42
199

Welsby Avenu
e
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lose

3 bed house
2 bed house

Durham
Option 2 - Greater change
2.2
3.3
4.4
5.5
6.6
7.7
8.8
9.9
10
10.
11
11.
12.
12
13
13.
14
14.

Two maisonette blocks demolished
Proposed
and replaced by new family homes
houses
Existing houses along West Road
demolished
Non Maisonette block on Waterside
residential
demolished
community
Numbers 11 and 12 Waterside retained
building
Connection created to Latham Avenue
New central landscaped area with trees
and seating
New homes overlooking landscaped area
Allen House refurbished internally as part of
decent homes programme and reclad
externally
Parking for new homes on West Road in rear
parking courts
Streets to be re-landscaped and re-surfaced
with parking and planting areas
Traffic calming to West Road
New community building also providing
controlled access to canal
Garage blocks removed and surface parking
laid out in landscaped area
Re-landscaping of slope down to Spouthouse
Lane and landscape alongside the canal

Pros
»
Creates significant number of new homes and
new heart to the estate creating the
opportunity for new new image
»
Removes housing along West Road that
currently fronts footpaths and doesn’t address
central area
»
Provide opportunity to connect to canal in a
safe and secure way
»
Provides new community building that could
accommodate a range of functions
»
New landscaped area provide opportunities for
play, seating and amenity space
»
Opportunity for new sense of arrival from
Templemore Drive with new homes fronting the
street
»
Traffic calming to West Road improvise safety
and quality of the environment
»
Link to Latham Avenue connects the estate to
its surroundings breaking down perceived
boundaries and edges
»
Re-cladding Allen House gives new identity to
the estate skyline
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View

1.1

Existing
homes
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South

Key to Masterplan

Cons
»
Involves demolition of occupied homes along
West Road and maisonettes on Waterside
»
Creates large areas of parking behind West
Road properties adjacent to existing garage
blocks
»
Creates linear shaped landscaped area which
may prove restrictive

Demolished
homes: 66
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Way

Addresses of demolished homes:
1-10 Waterside,
81-111 West Road, Great Barr (Odd Numbers Only)
1-39 Rushall Court, West Road, Great Barr
(Odd Numbers Only)
41-79 Stafford Court, West Road (Odd Numbers Only)

West Road

4 bed house

Welsby Avenu
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NUMBER OF DWELLINGS DEMOLISHED:
NUMBER OF NEW DWELLINGS:
TOTAL NUMBER OF DWELLINGS IN OPTION 2:

11

66
56
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3 bed house
2 bed house
community centre

Durham
Option 3 - Greater change
Key to Masterplan

Existing
homes

Pros
»
New street alignment gives the estate a new image
and feel
»
Provides controlled access to the canal via a
community building
»
New landscaped are provides opportunity for play,
street and amenity space
»
Bungalow cluster provided with shared private
amenity space gives variety in residential
accommodation
»
Opportunity to build energy efficient south facing
new housing
»
Opportunity for greater connectivity to
surroundings with link provided to Latham Avenue
»
Re-cladding Allen House gives new identity to
estate skyline

1.1

Two maisonette blocks demolished
Proposed
and replaced by cluster of 2 bed
houses
bungalows
2.2 West Road re-aligned to create
Non straighter route with traffic calming
residential
features
community
3.3 Maisonette block on Waterside
building
demolished and 2 terraced houses
4.4 Connection created to Latham Avenue
5.5 New landscaped area with trees and seating
6.6 New homes overlooking landscaped area
7.7 New terraces of north / south facing homes
giving opportunity for energy efficient design
8.8 Allen House refurbished internally as part of
decent homes programme and reclad externally
9.9 New homes in place of Waterside maisonette block
fronting parking area and community building
10 Streets to be re-landscaped and re-surfaced with
10.
parking and planting areas
11 New community building also providing controlled
11.
access to canal
12 Garage blocks removed and surface parking laid
12.
out in landscaped area
13 Re-landscaping of slope down to Spouthouse Lane and
13.
landscape alongside the canal
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Cons
»
Involves demolition of all homes along West Road, 3
of which are owner occupied
»
Involves demolition of maisonette block and 2
terraces houses to Waterside which includes 2
owner occupied homes
»
New road layout is more costly also involving
diversion of existing services / utilities
»
landscaped area to the north is smaller than in
other options
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New Homes

Addresses of the demolished homes:
1-12 Waterside
81-111 West Road (Odd Numbers Only)
1-39 Rushall Court, West Road (Odd Numbers Only)
41-79 Stafford Court, West Road (Odd Numbers Only)

4 bed house
West Road
3 bed house

Welsby Avenu
e

NUMBER OF DWELLINGS DEMOLISHED:
NUMBER OF NEW DWELLINGS:
TOTAL NUMBER OF DWELLINGS IN OPTION 3:

68
67
200

NORTH
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2 bed house
2 bed flat for older
people
community centre

Durham
Option 4 - Greatest change

2.2
3.3
4.4
5.5
6.6
7.7
8.8
9.9
10
10.
11
11.
12
12.
13
13.

West Road re-aligned to create
Non straighter route via new central
residential
landscaped area
community
New road layout to entire estate
building
Road connection to Latham Avenue
New landscaped area with trees
and seating
Three storey apartment building
overlooking green space
New terraces of north / south facing homes giving
opportunity for energy efficient design
New community building also providing controlled
access to canal
Open pedestrian access to the canal
Garage blocks removed and surface parking laid out
in landscaped area
Re-landscaping of slope down to Spouthouse Lane and
landscape alongside the canal
New landscaping and new homes providing arrival
point off Spouthouse Lane
New homes looking down on to Spouthouse Lane
New homes looking on to canal edge Lane and
landscape alongside the canal

Pros
»
Successfully re-brands the whole estate creating
the opportunity for a new image
»
Allows for a new mix of affordable and private
homes
»
Provides greater frontage on to Spouthouse
Lane and the canal edge
»
Opportunity to build energy efficient new
homes facing south
»
Opportunity for greater connectivity to
surroundings with link provided to Latham
Avenue
»
Create large central landscaped area overlooked
by houses and apartments
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»
Involves demolition of complete estate meaning
all residents would need to move and owner
occupiers would have their homes compulsory
purchased
»
Completely new road layout and demolition of
owner occupied housing would be very costly
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All homes
Demolished: 201

Latham Avenue
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New Homes
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4 bed house
West Road
3 bed house
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NUMBER OF DWELLINGS DEMOLISHED:
NUMBER OF NEW DWELLINGS:

201
167
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2 bed house
2 bed apartments
community centre
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Better homes
The Code for Sustainable homes
is intended as a single national
standard to guide industry in the
design and construction of
sustainable homes.

New Homes

Refurbished Homes

Sustainable Homes

Credits awarded achieve score from
code level 1 to code level 6
All new affordable homes have to be built
to code level 3. This means they have a
25% improvement in energy efficiency over
and above Building Regulations. Code
credits can be achieved across a range of
categories so there are no fixed
requirements for the dwellings. For
example, credits can be achieved through
initiatives such as the inclusion of cycle
storage, home office provision, aerated
taps and A rated white goods.
There are 9 categories that offer credits,
energy and water have mandatory credits
depending on code level which relate to
carbon emissions and water usage. The 9
categories are:
»

Energy

»

Water usage

»

Materials

»

Surface water run-off

»

Waste

»

Pollution

»

Health and wellbeing

»

Management

»

Ecology
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New Homes
»
There is currently vacant land that could be used more
effectively, furthermore the removal of the Rushall Court and
Stafford Court will release more land that could be used for new
residential development
»
New affordable houses with gardens would allow more young
families to stay in the area
Refurbished Homes
»
Allen House is to be refurbished internally as part of Decent
Homes programme and re-clad externally.

Good mix of new homes ranging from flats
to houses and bungalows. Affordable and
private homes that are indistinguishable.

Bungalows

The proposal to re-clad Allen House
improving its appearance and making it
into a focal building. Existing streets can
also be improved through re-surfacing and
integrating landscape and parking.

New homes should be designed to be
energy efficient and cheap to run. South
facing homes can benefit from being heated
up by the sun. South facing roofs could use
their roof for solar panels.

Sustainable Homes
»
High standards of heating and insulation and other sustainable
design features
»
Homes designed to meet the changing needs of residents
throughout their lifetimes – ‘Lifetime Homes’
»
A mixture of tenure types offering choice for all
»
Minimum standards of security - ‘Secured by Design’
accreditation

Refurbished Tower Block

Specialist housing
»
Homes designed specifically for elderly or disabled residents and
located close to amenities
Integration of bungalows
»
Cluster of small houses for older people with shared
private space

Apartments

New Homes

Option 3 proposes
the inclusion of 2 bed
bungalows for older
residents

Durham
Roads & parking
Stafford Way as existing

Artist’s impression of new development along Stafford Way

Link to Latham Avenue
Option A No link

Homezones
The artist’s impression above shows Stafford Way being re-surfaced
and re-landscaped to create a homezone where pedestrians have
priority and landscape and parking are integrated in to the design of the
street. Vehicle speeds are slower due to narrower carriageways and
inclusion of street trees.
Traffic calming
Traffic calming is proposed along West Road to reduce vehicular
speeds and create a safer, more pleasant environment for pedestrians.
The ideas for traffic calming include surface treatments and level
changes at junctions and also localised narrowing of the carriageway by
the inclusion of ‘build-outs’. In addition, a traffic calming feature at the
West Road entrance could be integrated to encourage lower vehicle
speeds in the estate.

Road alignment
West Road as existing

Option B Pedestrian & Cycle Link

A possible alternative road layout
showing West Road straightened

Option C Vehicular Link

Crossing Points

Build Out

Junction Treatment
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Entrance Feature

Durham
A new focal point
Artist’s impression looking south along West Road

Central Green

Seating Areas
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Create a new high quality, well maintained,
easily accessible landscaped area in the
estate that will be a new focal point. This
will provide amenity space and could offer
opportunity for play.

New Homes overlooking Green

Play Areas

Durham
Landscape & recreation
Artist’s impression of new community building providing access to Canal

Newly landscaped Edges

Controlled access to the Canal

Newly Landscaped Edges

Re-establish access to the canal possibly
via a new community building providing
controlled access during the day and
offering space for youth club and
police office.

Greener Streets

The green space in the heart of the estate
and the green edges to the estate should
extend in to the streets and connections
in the form of new trees and areas of high
quality planting with good ecological value.

»

Promote better linkages with the Tame
Valley Canal.

»

Develop existing canal banks for
wildlife diversity.

»

Develop the existing banks to Spouthouse
Lane for better presentation of the estate
and to encourage wildlife diversity.

»

Develop a new entrance feature on West
Road approach.

»

Create secure community garden spaces
associated with new buildings.

Contact has been made with British Waterways
regarding potential environmental and
access improvements to the Tame Valley and
Birmingham canals, and we are hoping to have
further discussions with the Fazeley office in the
near future. In principal, British Waterways
support improved access to the canal system,
but will be required to assess each proposal on
its individual merits and in consultation with the
various local British Waterways officers.

Green Streets

Create a newly landscaped edge to the
canal, along Spouthouse Lane and at the
entrance to the estate. Re-landscaping the
eastern edge could provide a new face to
the estate.
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